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Cinemagic has developed new resource for primary 
schools in Northern Ireland. The resource is called 
Animations, Watch and Learn. The resource is for primary 
teachers to use with P6 and or P7 pupils. The resource 
consists of a series of eight short, interesting and unique 
animations with accompanying lessons of approximately 
I hour and activities in a pupil workbook. The animations 
are used as a stimulus for the lessons. The lessons and 
activities have been developed to meet the statutory 
requirements of the Northern Ireland Curriculum (NIC) at 
Key Stage 2.

The resource also provides a focus for Social and Emotional 
Learning (SEL). SEL has been highlighted in research 
and the Northern Ireland Departments of Education and 
Department and Health’s Children and Young People’s 
Emotional Health and Wellbeing in Education Framework 
(2021) as being important in supporting children and young 
peoples’ Emotional Health and Wellbeing (EHWB). The 
resource can be used to develop pupils’ SEL competencies 
(further information and guidance can be found at https://
ccea.org.uk/learning-resources/wellbeing-hub )

The aim of the lessons is to provide pupils with a range of 
opportunities to develop:
• Understanding of how they can learn from animations 
• knowledge and Understanding about Key Stage 2 Key 

Concepts within Areas of Learning 
• Communication Skills – talking and listening
• Thinking skills and Personal Capabilities (TS&PC). 
• SEL competencies 
  

About the Resource

The resource includes teacher guidance and resources, 
a pupil work book and links to eight short animations. 
The teacher guidance includes a lesson plan for each 
animation. The lesson plan outlines links to the Northern 
Ireland Curriculum at Key Stage 2, prior learning, learning 
outcomes, opportunities for developing skills and SEL 
competencies, attitudes and dispositions and the resources 
required. The teacher guidance also includes a model 
for teaching and learning, pupil activities and a debrief. 
Teachers may of course adapt the focus of lessons to for 
example emphasise different aspects of knowledge and 
understanding, skills and competencies.    
    
Using the Resource

Teachers are advised to preview the materials before 
using them for teaching. The resource is designed to give 
teachers flexibility in teaching the lessons. Teachers can 
choose to show the animations and teach the lessons 
in which ever order suits them. Teachers could teach all 
eight lessons in a sequence; one a week or teachers may 
select lessons to teach at different time throughout the 
year to coincide with key topics. Each lesson also suggests 
five further activities to explore. The further activities are 
connected to Key Stage 2 Areas of Learning and colour 
coded as shown in the key below.

Key - Further Activities and Areas of Learning
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CONTENTS

NIC Key Stage 2 Areas of Learning
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The Arts - Drama
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Language and Literacy
Personal Development and Mutual Understanding
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World Around Us - History 
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LESSON 1 
BATTERY DADDY 
Planning Teaching and Learning

About the 
Animation

Battery Daddy, who works and powers 
toys, door locks and remote controls, one 
day goes on a trip to the valley with Dong-
gu’s family. Suddenly, heavy rain begins to 
fall and the valley floods! Time approx. 6 
mins.

Links to Key NIC 
Stage 2

This animation and lesson provide 
opportunities for pupils to explore 
The World Around Us – Science and 
Technology – Physics

Prior Learning Pupils should have prior knowledge and 
understanding about:

• Energy and different types of energy
• Sustainability and the human impact on 

the environment

Learning 
Outcomes

Pupils will be able to:
• Interpret the animation and recall the 

main points
• Understand that electricity is a form of 

energy    
• Draw a mind map of the electrical 

appliances used in the home
• Discuss the advantages and 

disadvantages of using non-renewable 
and renewable sources of energy

Skills and SEL 
Competencies

Pupils will have opportunities to develop 
the following examples of, Communication 
Skills and SEL Competencies and Thinking 
skills and Personal Capabilities (TS&PC).
Communication Skills 
• Talking and Listening - Listen to and take 

part in discussions
• Talking and Listening - Contribute 

comments, ask questions and respond to 
others’ points of view 

SEL Competencies 
• Relationship Skills – Make friends, and 

build and maintain relationships with 
others 

TS&PC 
• Being Creative - learning from and 

valuing other people’s ideas

Attitudes and 
dispositions

Pupils will be encouraged to develop 
attitudes and dispositions such as:
• Self-confidence
• Flexibility 

Resources Video - animation
Cinemagic pupil work book
Flip chart paper and different coloured 
markers

Lesson 
Stage

Suggested Teaching and Learning Strategies

Launch Before showing the animation, the teacher can 
ask pupils:
• What appliances do you use that take 

batteries? 
• What are batteries? 
• Why do they run out?
and link to Introducing the animation. 

Activities Pupils watch the animation. The teacher can 
recap story and ask pupils questions.   
Activity 1. Questions 
• Pupils answer questions in their workbook.
• Encourage pupils to clearly explain and give 

reasons for their answers  
Activity 2a. Using Electricity in the Home 
• Pupils fill in blanks
Activity 2b. Using Electricity in the Home  
• Pupils work in groups of 4 or 5
• Draw a mind map - appliances in your home 

which use electricity. 
Prompt Questions
• Which appliances use most electricity?
• What wasting electricity mean?
• How could you reduce the amount of 

electricity used in your home?
Activity 3. Sources of Electrical Energy
• Pupils read source material 
• Discuss advantages and disadvantages of 

using non-renewable and renewable sources 
to generate electricity

Debrief Each One Teach One
• Work with a partner
• Teach your partner one thing about electricity 
• Explain to your partner one thing you found 

interesting about the lesson
• Tell your partner what you thought about the 

animation? 
Class Discussion
• Pupils share their ideas with the rest of the 

class

Find out how batteries work?5
Ideas for 
further 
activities

Research renewable and non-renewable 
sources of energy

Investigate if electric cars are more 
energy efficient than petrol cars

Conduct experiments using simple 
electrical circuits

Find out who discovered electricity

approx

1hr
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LESSON 2 
THE NIGHTINGALE 
(BEMOL)

Planning 

Teaching and Learning

About the 
Animation

A featherless nightingale sings in the 
forest. Its lullaby puts the crying bear cub 
to sleep, calms down the fighting squirrels 
and entertains a couple of swans in a 
nearby pond. One day, a storm breaks over 
the forest and the nightingale, without 
feathers to protect him, catches a cold and 
can’t sing anymore. Time approx. 6 mins.

Links to Key NIC 
Stage 2

This animation and lesson provide 
opportunities for pupils to explore 
Personal Understanding and Health, Self-
Awareness – identifying and recognising 
a range of feelings and emotions and 
the feelings and emotions of others; 
and Mutual Understanding in the Local 
and Wider Community - recognising the 
benefits of friends and families and finding 
out about sources of help and support for 
individuals, families and groups.

Prior Learning Pupils should have prior knowledge and 
understanding about:

• Their own and others’ emotions and 
feeling’s

• Friendships and Relationships

Learning 
Outcomes

Pupils will be able to:
• Identify and discuss the key features of 

good friendships 
• Understand why good friendships are 

important 
• Ask questions to explore and develop 

ideas
• Make a positive contribution to group 

work 

Skills and SEL 
Competencies

Pupils will have opportunities to 
develop the following examples 
of, Communication Skills and SEL 
Competencies and Thinking skills and 
Personal Capabilities (TS&PC).

Communication Skills 
• Talking and Listening - Contribute 

comments, ask questions and respond to 
others’ points of view

• Talking and Listening - Listen to and take 
part in discussions

SEL Competencies 
• Self-Awareness - Express their emotions 

and feelings 
• Relationship Skills – Recognise 

the qualities of healthy respectful 
friendships/relationships

TS&PC 
• Thinking, Problem-Solving and 

Decision-Making - justify methods, 
opinions and conclusions

Attitudes and 
dispositions

Pupils will be encouraged to develop 
attitudes and dispositions such as:

• Self-reflection
• Concern for others 

Resources Video - animation
Cinemagic pupil work book
Flip chart paper and different coloured 
markers

Lesson 
Stage

Suggested Teaching and Learning Strategies

Launch Before showing the animation, the teacher can 
ask pupils:
• What it means to a good friend to someone? 
• What does have a good relationship with 

others mean?
• Why is it important to have friends?
and link to Introducing the amination. 

Activities Pupils watch the animation. The teacher can 
recap story and ask pupils questions.   
Activity 1. Questions 
• Pupils answer questions in their workbook.
• Encourage pupils to clearly explain and give 

reasons for their answers  
Activity 2. Nightingale Good Friend Wish List
• Think-Pair- Share – Pupils select words which 

describe a good friend
• Think-Pair- Share – pupils create a good 

friend wish list on the drawing of the 
Nightingale 

Activity 3. Why are Good Friendships 
Important?

• In groups of threes or fours 
• Use flip chart paper and write down some 

reasons why friendships why are important 
e.g., supports their EHWB, makes them feel 
happy, know they have someone who cares 
about them, know they have someone who 
will listen to them, know they are not alone… 

• Each group shares their work with the class
Prompt Questions 
• Where the groups’ answers similar/different?
• What were the most important reasons for 

having good friendships?

Debrief Class Discussion
• Did you enjoy the video? Why?
• What did you learn from watching the video?
• What makes a good friendship?

Research different types of birds5
Ideas for 
further 
activities

Find out more about Nightingales

Record different bird sounds

Find out how feathers help birds to fly

Research how birds evolved from 
dinosaurs

approx

1hr
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approx

1hr

LESSON 3 
SOUNDS BETWEEN 
THE CROWNS 
Planning 

Teaching and Learning

About the 
Animation

A homeless musician was kicked out of the 
city after the Queen saw his face. Although 
the guards destroyed his guitar, he didn’t 
lose the motivation to fix it! Time approx. 
15 mins

Links to Key NIC 
Stage 2

This animation and lesson provide 
opportunities for pupils to explore 
Personal Understanding and Health, 
Self-Awareness – facing problems, trying 
to resolve and learn from them; and the 
World Around Us, History – how the World 
and people’s lives have changed over time. 

Prior Learning Pupils should have prior knowledge and 
understanding about:
• Self-awareness, self-respect and self 

esteem
• Changes in the World and people’s lives 

over time

Learning 
Outcomes

Pupils will be able to:
• Accurately interpret information from 

the animation 
• Understand resilience and why it is 

important
• Write a short description of what it 

would be like living in the Middle Ages  
• Clearly explain their ideas 

Skills and SEL 
Competencies

Pupils will have opportunities to develop 
the following examples of, Communication 
Skills and SEL Competencies and Thinking 
Skills and Personal Capabilities (TS&PC). 
Communication Skills 
• Talking and Listening - Communicate 

information, ideas, opinions, feelings 
and imaginings, using an expanding 
vocabulary

• Writing - express thoughts, feelings, 
ideas and opinions, giving reasons when 
appropriate

SEL Competencies 
• Self-Awareness – Use coping strategies 

to deal with and overcome challenging 
situations 

• Relationship Skills – Listen actively and 
respond appropriately to others

TS&PC
• Thinking, Problem-Solving and 

Decision-Making - make connections 
between learning in different contexts

Attitudes and 
dispositions

Pupils will be encouraged to develop 
Attitudes and Dispositions such as:

• Commitment and Determination
• Self-confidence 

Resources Video - animation
Cinemagic pupil work book

Lesson 
Stage

Suggested Teaching and Learning Strategies

Launch Before showing the animation, the teacher can 
ask pupils to imagine what it would be like living 
in the past. during the Middle Ages (Medieval 
Times) around 1000 years ago. This was a time 
when there where castles and people lived small 
villages. The teacher can ask pupils:   
• What would be different then? 
• What would life be like for a young person?
• Would people be happier then or now? Why?
and link to Introducing the animation.

Activities Pupils watch the animation. The teacher can 
recap story and ask pupils questions.   
Activity 1. Questions 
• Pupils answer questions in their workbook
• Encourage pupils to clearly explain and give 

reasons for their answers  
Activity 2. Resilience
• The teacher can discuss the idea of resilience 

– give examples - how resilience helps people 
to cope with challenges - resilience can be 
developed e.g., developing self-confidence, 
being positive, can-do attitude, don’t give up, 
ask for help… 

• Pupils answer questions in workbook 
• For question 2 pupils move around the 

classroom and share examples of when they 
demonstrated resilience. 

• Teachers can encourage pupils to describe 
a situation, what they found difficult or 
challenging about it and what they did to 
demonstrate resilience.  

Activity 3. Living During the Middle Ages 
• The teacher can discuss what pupils learned 

from the video about living in the Middle 
Ages as a lead into Activity 3. – Describing 
Living in the Middle Ages.

Debrief Class Discussion
• Give two examples of what your learned from 

the animation and activities.
• What will you do to become more resilient?

Research what it was life was like in the 
Middle Ages5

Ideas for 
further 
activities

Find out the history of, for example, 
Carrickfergus Castle 

Find out the history of, for example, 
Carrickfergus Castle or other local 
historical landmarks

Explore feelings and emotions in 
stressful situations

Explore coping strategies and 
Mindfulness techniques
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Teaching and Learning

Lesson 
Stage

Suggested Teaching and Learning Strategies

Launch Before showing the animation, the teacher can 
ask pupils to give examples of new situations 
they have found themselves in and what 
they thought and felt and why. The teacher 
can explain how change often makes people 
feel uncomfortable and why and link this to 
introducing the animation.

Activities Pupils watch the animation. The teacher can 
recap story and ask pupils questions.   
Activity 1. The Frog’s First Day
• The teacher can discuss and encourage pupils 

to reflect on the frogs’ thoughts and feelings 
and why the frog might think and feel this way 

• Pupils write down their ideas on the Frog 
picture

• Pupils discuss and share their work 
Activity 2. Questions 
• Pupils answer questions in their workbook.
• Encourage pupils to clearly explain and give 

reasons for their answers  
Activity 3. Creating A School Charter for 

Welcoming New Pupils
• The teacher can discuss what the school does 

to make new pupils feel welcome and a sense 
of belonging 

• Ask pupils what other actions they and the 
school could take to improve this

• Pupils create a school charter to welcome 
new pupils. Pupils can use the animation for 
inspiration and draw some of the animation 
characters. 

• The teacher could capture some images from 
the animation which pupils could copy

Debrief Class Discussion
• Give one example of something you learned 

from the lesson
• Give examples of the skills and SEL 

competencies you have developed

approx

1hr

LESSON 4 
A STONE IN 
THE SHOE

Planning 

About the 
Animation

A pupil turns up to his new class for the 
first time. This pupil, however, is different 
to the others, he’s a frog in a class of 
rabbits. Time approx. 11 mins.

Links to Key NIC 
Stage 2

This animation and lesson provide 
opportunities for pupils to explore Personal 
Understanding and Health, Self-Awareness 
– recognising a range of feelings and 
emotions and the feelings and emotions 
of others - recognising that feelings and 
emotions change at times of change and 
loss; and Mutual Understanding in the 
Local and Wider Community - recognising 
the similarities and differences between 
cultures in Northern Ireland, for example, 
food, clothes, symbols and celebrations; 
Art and Design engage with what they 
have seen as stimulus materials and use 
them as starting points for individual and 
group ideas and interpretations

Prior Learning Pupils should have prior knowledge and 
understanding about:
• Difference and Similarities between 

people and groups 
• Diversity and inclusion
• Cultural Identity
• Managing Change    

Learning 
Outcomes

Pupils will be able to:
• Discuss and answer questions about the 

animation  
• Explore their thoughts and feelings 

associated with joining a new school   
• Understand inclusion
• Create a School Charter to welcome 

new pupils   

Skills and SEL 
Competencies

Pupils will have opportunities to develop 
the following examples of, Communication 
Skills and SEL Competencies and Thinking 
Skills and Personal Capabilities (TS&PC).
Communication Skills 
• Talking and Listening – Listen 

attentively; and concentrate for the 
duration of the activity. They can 
summarise what they have listened to, 
answering questions and engaging in 
discussion.

• Writing - Express meaning clearly, using 
an appropriate vocabulary and level of 
detail

SEL Competencies 
• (SEL) Relationship Skills - Play an active 

and meaningful part in the life of the 
school and Community

TS&PC 
• Being Creative - make new connections 

between ideas/information 

Attitudes and 
dispositions

Pupils will be encouraged to develop 
attitudes and dispositions such as:
• Respect 
• Concern for others 

Resources Video - animation
Cinemagic pupil work book
Flip chart paper and different coloured 
markers

Use iPads and iMovie to create a 
promotional video for the school5

Ideas for 
further 
activities

Create a song or piece of music to 
welcome new pupils to the school

Explore pupils’ thoughts and feelings 
about transition from primary to post-
primary school

Compare similarities and differences 
between a rabbit and a frog

Explore the habitat of frogs and rabbits 
and how they have physically evolved to 
adapt to their environment
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approx

1hr

LESSON 5 
THE COCKEREL, 
DOG AND FOX 
Planning 

Teaching and Learning
About the 
Animation

The story of how a wily fox is out-witted by 
a cockerel and his friend dog. Time approx. 
4 mins.

Links to Key NIC 
Stage 2

This animation and lesson provide 
opportunities for pupils to explore Personal 
Understanding and Health – Keeping Safe 
– developing strategies to resist unwanted 
peer/sibling pressure and behaviour; 
recognising, discussing and understanding 
the nature of bullying and the harm that 
can result and Mutual Understanding 
in the Local and Wider Community - 
recognising the benefits of friends and 
families and finding out about sources of 
help and support for individuals, families 
and groups.

Prior Learning Pupils should have prior knowledge and 
understanding about:
• Keeping safe
• Bullying 
• Peer pressure  

Learning 
Outcomes

Pupils will be able to:
• Recognise fables  
• Accurately Interpret information from 

the animation 
• Understand the importance of asking for 

help
• Be aware of the consequences of 

making decisions

Skills and SEL 
Competencies

Pupils will have opportunities to develop 
the following examples of, Communication 
Skills and SEL Competencies and Thinking 
Skills and Personal Capabilities (TS&PC).
Communication Skills 
• Talking and Listening – Make relevant 

contributions to discussions
• Talking and Listening – Ask questions 

about others’ points of view and respond 
appropriately

SEL Competencies 
• Relationship Skills – Identify and manage 

peer pressure that may put them at risk
• Responsible Decision Making - Assess 

the risks associated with making 
decisions

TS&PC 
• Thinking, Problem-Solving and 

Decision-Making - examining options, 
weighing up pros and cons

Attitudes and 
dispositions

Pupils will be encouraged to develop 
attitudes and dispositions such as:
• Personal Responsibility 
• Integrity and Moral Courage  

Resources Video - animation
Cinemagic pupil work book
Resource Sheets 1, 2 and 3. 

Lesson 
Stage

Suggested Teaching and Learning Strategies

Launch Before showing the animation, the teacher can 
explain what fables are and how stories about 
animals are sometimes used to help young 
people to understand something important. The 
teacher could ask to give examples e.g., Tortoise 
and Hare, The Lion and the Mouse, The Ugly 
Duckling. and link to introducing the animation. 

Activities Pupils watch the animation. The teacher can 
recap story and ask pupils questions.   
Activity 1. Questions 
• Pupils answer questions in their workbook.
• Encourage pupils to clearly explain and give 

reasons for their answers  
Activity 2. Scenarios – What would you do if…?
• Teachers use Resource Sheet 1: Scenarios – 

What would you do if…? (5 Scenario Cards)
• Pupils work in groups of 4 or 5
• Encourage pupils to think about their 

decisions and how they made them for 
example, they should consider personal 
safety, risks to themselves and others, their 
options and consequences

• Each group discusses the scenarios and agree 
on their actions

• Each group shares their views with the class
• Invite pupils to ask questions 
Activity 3. Four Corners Debate: 
Making Decisions
• Use Resource Sheet 2 Agree/Disagree Cards 

and Resource Sheet 3 Ten statements
• Place each of the 4 Agree/disagree Cards in 

one of the corners of the classroom
• Explain to pupils that you will read out 

statements and they will go to the corner 
which has the card they agree with. If they 
are not sure they can stay in the middle of the 
room.

• Give pupils time to think after each statement 
is read before moving to a room corner

• Ask and invite pupils to ask questions about 
their decisions 

• After discussion of each statement, teachers 
could give pupils a chance to change their 
minds and move to different corner

Debrief Class Discussion
• Give one important thing you learned from 

the animation 
• What activity did you like best? Why?
• What have you learned about making 

decisions?

Research and find fables5
Ideas for 
further 
activities

Create their own fables

Create animal characters and a fable 
role play

Create rules for their personal safety

Research the types of wildlife found in a 
local forest or park.
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Teaching and Learning

Lesson 
Stage

Suggested Teaching and Learning Strategies

Launch Before showing the animation, the teacher can 
ask pupils: 
• Can you remember a time when you got 

separated from your parent or carer?
• What did you think? 
• How did you feel? 
• What did you do?
and link to introducing the animation 

Activities Pupils watch the animation. The teacher can 
recap story and ask pupils questions.   
Activity 1. Questions 
• Pupils answer questions in their workbook.
• Encourage pupils to clearly explain and give 

reasons for their answers  
Activity 2. Ursa’s Journey - Storyboard
• Explain to pupils what a story board is and 

how it used. Discuss what scenes pupils might 
draw in the storyboard and why?

• Before drawing scenes pupils identify which 
scenes they will draw 

Activity 3. Dartboard Evaluation
• Self and peer evaluation of story board
• In pairs pupils first assess their own work 
• based on: 

- How well the story board was drawn
- How well it told the story of Ursa’s journey
- How imaginative and creative it was

• Pupils assess other’s storyboards
• Pupils use post its and place their post it on 

the dartboard, scoring it from 1 to 5. 
Prompt Questions
• What was good about your story board?
• What could you do to make it better?

Debrief Class Discussion
• What do you know about Polar Bears?
• What was the connection between the name 

Ursa and the stars?
• What would you like to learn more about?

approx

1hr

LESSON 6
URSA - THE 
SONG OF THE 
NORTHERN 
LIGHTS

Planning 

About the 
Animation

A little polar bear cub Ursa is all alone in 
the Arctic. Aided by polar animals he goes 
through a biting snowstorm, the ice-cold 
tundra and sharp ice dunes looking for his 
mother. Time approx 10 mins.

Links to Key NIC 
Stage 2

This animation and lesson provide 
opportunities for pupils to explore 
Personal Understanding and Health, Self-
Awareness – Relationships with Family and 
Friends examining the variety of roles in 
families and the contribution made by each 
member; and The Arts – Art and Design 
– Engage with observing, investigating 
and responding to first hand experiences, 
memory and imagination - visualise, 
describe and sketch objects, environments, 
places and entities.

Prior Learning Pupils should have prior knowledge and 
understanding about:
• Family relationships and roles
• Relationships between animals and their 

environments 
• Visualising, memorising and drawing 

images from observations 

Learning 
Outcomes

Pupils will be able to:
• Understand what the story was about 
• Answer and ask questions about the 

animation
• Create a Story Board to illustrate Ursa’s 

journey
• Evaluate their own and other’s work 

Skills and SEL 
Competencies

Pupils will have opportunities to develop 
the following examples of, Communication 
Skills and SEL Competencies and Thinking 
skills and Personal Capabilities (TS&PC).
Communication Skills 
• Talking and Listening - Contribute 

comments, ask questions and respond to 
others’ points of view

• Talking and Listening - Listen to and take 
part in discussions

SEL Competencies 
• Self-Awareness - Express their emotions 

and feelings 
• Relationship Skills – Recognise 

the qualities of healthy respectful 
friendships/relationships

TS&PC 
• Thinking, Problem-Solving and 

Decision-Making - justify methods, 
opinions and conclusions

Attitudes and 
dispositions

Pupils will be encouraged to develop 
attitudes and dispositions such as:
• Self-reflection
• Concern for others 

Resources Video - animation
Cinemagic pupil work book
Post its
Resource Sheet 4 Dartboard Evaluation 

Find out the connection between Ursa 
the Polar Bear and the stars5

Ideas for 
further 
activities

Find out more about Polar Bears 

Research global warming and how it 
affects Polar Bears

Find out more about the Northern Lights 

Find out which countries are likely to be 
most affected by global warming.
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approx

1hr
LESSON 7 
MONKEY 
DOMINO 
Planning 

Teaching and Learning

About the 
Animation

An Ape at the Zoo is reminising about 
his life in the jungle. An encounter with a 
business man and his daughter will change 
his cage life forever. Time approx 4 mins.

Links to Key NIC 
Stage 2

This animation and lesson provide 
opportunities for pupils to explore The 
World Around Us – Geography, the effect 
of people on the natural environment. 
The World Around Us – Science and 
Technology – Biology – animal welfare 
and SEL – Responsible Decision Making - 
Ethical Responsibility  

Prior Learning Pupils should have prior knowledge and 
understanding about:
• Sustainability and the human impact on 

the environment
• Personal Responsibility
• Animal Welfare 

Learning 
Outcomes

Pupils will be able to:
• Write clearly expressed answers to 

questions 
• Understand the main theme of the 

animation/story 
• Identify the causes and consequences of 

deforestation
• Discuss animal cruelty and welfare 

Skills and SEL 
Competencies

Pupils will have opportunities to develop 
the following examples of, Communication 
Skills and SEL Competencies and Thinking 
skills and Personal Capabilities (TS&PC).
Communication Skills 
• Talking and Listening - make relevant 

contributions to discussions 
• Writing – present information 

effectively, using an appropriate form
SEL Competencies 
• Responsible Decision Making - Make 

and justify ethical decisions
• Relationship Skills – Take personal 

responsibility for working with others
TS&PC 
• Thinking, Problem-Solving and 

Decision-Making - making links between 
cause and effect

Attitudes and 
dispositions

Pupils will be encouraged to develop 
attitudes and dispositions such as:
• Personal Responsibility 
• Integrity and Moral Courage  

Resources Animation - Monkey Domino
Cinemagic pupil work book
Flip chart paper and different coloured 
markers

Lesson 
Stage

Suggested Teaching and Learning Strategies

Launch Before showing the animation, teachers could 
discuss the human impact on the environment, 
give examples, mining, farming, building, 
deforestation, pollution and ask questions:
• What effects does these activities have on the 

environment? 
• If people know these activities destroy the 

environment, why do they still continue?
and link to introducing animation. 

Activities Pupils watch the animation. The teacher can 
recap story and ask pupils questions.   
Activity 1. Questions 
• Pupils answer questions in their workbook.
• Encourage pupils to clearly explain and give 

reasons for their answers  
Activity 2. The Impact Deforestation 
• In groups of 4 or 5 
• Pupils draw a deforestation causes and 

consequences diagram on flip chart paper
• Each group shares their work
Prompt Questions
• In which countries does deforestation mainly 

occur?
• What effect does deforestation have on the 

local people in these countries?
• Why do companies continue to cut down 

trees when they know the damage it does to 
the environment?

• Who benefits most from deforestation? 
Activity 3. Animal Welfare Charter  
• In groups of 4 or 5
• Pupils discuss animal cruelty how they might 

help to prevent this 
• On flip chart paper pupils create an Animal 

Welfare Charter
Prompt Questions 
• Why should we care about animal welfare?
• Why do we think differently about our pets 

than animals which are farmed for food?

Debrief Class Discussion
• Give one important thing you learned from 

the animation 
• What activity did you like best? Why?
• What have you learned about making 

decisions?

5
Ideas for 
further 
activities

Find out about endangered animal 
species  

Find out some interesting facts about 
animals. for example, which is the fastest, 
largest smallest. strongest…

Research the types of animals found in 
different countries 

Hold a debate on ‘is it right to keep 
animals in a zoo?’

Create a poster for example, about 
saving endagered species such as 
gorillas, tigers, polar bears
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approx

1hr
LESSON 8 
PATOUILLE AND 
THE PARACHUTE 
SEEDS  
Planning 

Teaching and Learning

About the 
Animation

Patouille is a little creature who lives in 
harmony with nature. With his friend 
Momo, he discovers the amazing facts and 
features of plants. Time approx 6 mins

Links to Key NIC 
Stage 2

This animation and lesson provide 
opportunities for pupils to explore 
The World Around Us – Science and 
Technology – Biology, plants and plant 
growth. 

Prior Learning Pupils should have prior knowledge and 
understanding about:
• living things 
• Parts of a plant 
• The life cycle of plants 

Learning 
Outcomes

Pupils will be able to:
• Identify the different parts of a 

dandelion
• Draw and label the different parts of a 

dandelion 
• Understand the relationship between 

bees and plants
• Draw and label a life cycle diagram for a 

Dandelion 

Skills and SEL 
Competencies

Pupils will have opportunities to develop 
the following examples of, Communication 
Skills and SEL Competencies and Thinking 
skills and Personal Capabilities (TS&PC).
Communication Skills 
• Talking and Listening - Contribute 

comments, ask questions and respond to 
others’ points of view

SEL Competencies 
• Self-Management - Focus, sustain 

attention and persist to achieve success 
in a task 

• Self-Management - Respond to 
feedback constructively

TS&PC 
• Thinking, Problem-Solving and 

Decision-Making - making connections 
between learning in different contexts.

Attitudes and 
dispositions

Pupils will be encouraged to develop 
attitudes and dispositions such as:
• Curiosity 
• Openness to new ideas 

Resources Video - animation
Cinemagic pupil work book
Samples of Dandelions 
Photographs of Dandelions
Images of lifecycle of Dandelion 

Lesson 
Stage

Suggested Teaching and Learning Strategies

Launch Before showing the animation, the teacher 
could discuss why it is good to be curious. 
For example, being curious makes you want 
to discover and learn new things. the teacher 
could give examples of famous explorers, 
scientists and inventors and their discoveries 
and link to introducing the animation.

Activities Pupils watch the animation. The teacher can 
recap story and ask pupils questions.   
Activity 1. Questions 
• Pupils answer questions in their workbook.
• Encourage pupils to clearly explain and give 

reasons for their answers  
Activity 2. Draw and Label the Parts of a 
Dandelion
• The teacher could provide Dandelions for 

the class to draw or a Pouille photograph of a 
Dandelion.

• Pupils draw and label the main part of the 
Dandelion – Flower, Seed, Bud, Leaf, Stem 
and Root.

• The teacher may wish to use the Resource 
Sheet 5. This is an image of a Dandelion which 
pupils can label. 

Prompt Questions
• What does each part of the plant do?
• Do all plants have the same parts?
• How does the Dandelion disperse its seeds?
• How do other plants disperse their seeds?
Activity 3. The Life Cycle of a Dandelion
• The teacher explains the life cycle of the 

Dandelion and can illustrate this with images 
or photographs

• Pupils label the Dandelion Life Cycle diagram  
Prompt Questions 
• Ask pupils to describe each stage of the Life 

Cycle
• Is the Life Cycle of the Dandelion the same 

for other plants?   

Debrief Think, Pair, Share
• Pupils work in pairs 
• Each pupil shares 3 things that they learned 

from the lesson. 
• Each pupil gives two things that they liked 

about the animation

Create a photo album of plants5
Ideas for 
further 
activities

Create a wall display about plants

Grow bean seeds in a jar and observe 
and record their growth

Conduct and experiment to find out 
how sunlight affects plant growth

Investigate what would happen if bees 
became extinct
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ANIMATIONS: 
WATCH AND LEARN

TEACHER RESOURCES

1. What would you do if…?
 You are using social media and someone you do not know invites you to chat online.

2. What would you do if…?
 A stranger stops their car and offers you a lift to school.

3. What would you do if…?
 Someone in school is bullying you

4. What would you do if…?
 You know you have to be home by eight O’clock but your friends are encouraging you to stay out late with them.

5. What would you do if…?
 You have just made some new friends and you want to be part of their group. 
 They think it would be fun to post nasty comments online about one of your other friends. 

LESSON 5 
Activity 2. Resource Sheet 1. Scenarios – What would you do if…?
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LESSON 5 LESSON 5 
Activity 3. Resources Sheet 3. Four Corners Debate: Making Decisions Activity 3. Resources Sheet 3. Four Corners Debate: Making Decisions
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LESSON 5 LESSON 5 
Activity 3. Resources Sheet 3. Four Corners Debate: Making Decisions Activity 3. Resources Sheet 3. Four Corners Debate: Making Decisions
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LESSON 5 LESSON 6 
Activity 3. Resources Sheet 3. Four Corners Debate: Making Decisions  Activity 3. Resource Sheet 4. Dartboard Evaluation 
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It is ok to lie for a friend 
to stop them getting into 
trouble.

You can become better at 
making decisions.

You always know when 
people are telling lies.

You should always ask for 
help when you need it.

You should always do what 
your friends tell you.

I always think about the 
consequences of my 
actions.

Its ok to make friends on 
social media.

A good friend will never 
get you into trouble.

You should always keep 
secrets.

Having fun is more 
important than being safe.



LESSON 8 
Activity 2. Resource Sheet 5, Dandelion 

© Cinemagic devised in partnership with Dr. Alan McMurray


